List of OISE Faculty Publications – January 2012-June 2013

This list is compiled from faculty responses to a call for information about publications. Publications are listed by department and include links to open access publications or University of Toronto Library access or catalogue where possible. The list excludes conference proceedings. Please contact oise.research@utoronto.ca if you have any queries or corrections.

Jump to:
Department of Applied Psychology and Human Development
Department of Curriculum, Teaching and Learning
Department of Humanities, Social Sciences and Social Justice Education
Department of Leadership, Higher and Adult Education

Department of Applied Psychology and Human Development

Janet Astington, APHD

Refereed articles
http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/371462

Chapters in books

Charles P. Chen, APHD

Refereed articles
http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/371473

http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/371477

Books/monographs
http://go.utlib.ca/cat/6422387

Esther Geva, APHD

Refereed articles


Jean, M., & Geva, E. (2012). Through the Eyes and From the Mouths of Young Heritage Language Learners: How Children Feel and Think about their Two Languages and Why. TESL Canada's themed issue: Generation 1.5 in Canada: Multiple Perspectives on a Shifting Demographic Landscape. *TESL Canada Journal, 29*(6), 49-80. [http://go.galegroup.com/ps/i.do?id=GALE%7CA314564481&v=2.1&u=utoronto_main&it=r&p=CPI&sw=w&asid=82ec85109e3622c78342c37667beda8c](http://go.galegroup.com/ps/i.do?id=GALE%7CA314564481&v=2.1&u=utoronto_main&it=r&p=CPI&sw=w&asid=82ec85109e3622c78342c37667beda8c)


*Chapters in books*


http://go.utlib.ca/cat/7945439


J. Roy Gillis, APHD

Chapters in books

Eunice Eunhee Jang, APHD

Refereed articles


Professional/Non-Refereed Articles


Technical Reports

Jennifer Jenkins, APHD

Refereed articles


Kang Lee, APHD

Refereed articles


Books/monographs

Chapters in books


developmental origins of differential responding to social category information. In M. R. Banaji & S. A. Gelman (Eds.), *Navigating the social world: What infants, children, and other species can teach us* (pp. 286-291). New York: Oxford University Press.

http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8884143

**Rhonda Martinussen, APHD**

*Refereed articles*


http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/375629


**Roy Moodley, APHD**

*Books/monographs*


**Janette Pelletier, APHD**

*Refereed articles*


http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/375708


http://booksandjournals.brillonline.com.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/content/16733533/7/1


http://booksandjournals.brillonline.com.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/content/10.3868/s110-001-012-0001-1

**Chapters in books**

**Other**

**Professional/Non-Refereed Articles**


**Technical Report**


**Joan Peskin, APHD**

**Refereed articles**


**Other**


**Niva Piran, APHD**

**Refereed articles**

Books/monographs

Chapter in books


Katreena Scott, APHD

Refereed articles

Lana Stermac, APHD

Refereed articles


Chapters in books

Rosemary Tannock, APHD

Refereed articles


Andrade, B. F., & Tannock, R. (2012). The direct effects of inattention and hyperactivity/impulsivity on peer problems and mediating roles of prosocial and conduct problem
behaviors in a community sample. *J Atten Disorders*, [March 14; epub ahead of print]
http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/376085

Willcutt, E. G., Nigg, J. T., Pennington, B. F., Solanto, M. V., Rohde, L. A., Tannock, R., ...
http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/376086

http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/376087

http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/376088

http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/376090

http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/376091

Books/monographs
http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8281209

Chapters in books
http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8281209

Other

Richard Volpe, APHD

Books/monographs

Other
Supporting Student Success research study blog at:
http://supportingstudentsuccess.wordpress.com/
Judith Wiener, APHD

Referred articles


Chapters in books


Other Professional/Non Referred Articles


Media Productions
Wiener, J. (March, 2012). Consultant to CBC television news regarding the Relative Age Effect with regard to children with ADHD.

Technical Reports

Department of Curriculum, Teaching and Learning

Barrie Bennett, CTL

Books/monographs

Kathy Bickmore, CTL

Refereed articles

Chapters in books


Other

Clare Brett, CTL

Refereed articles


Elizabeth Campbell, CTL

Refereed articles
http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/371468

http://www.hindawi.com/journals/edu/2012/716268/

http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/37167

Chapters in books

http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8985422

Karyn Cooper, CTL

Books/monographs

Chapters in books

Alister Cumming, CTL

Refereed articles
http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/371677

Zhou, A., Busch, M., & Cumming, A. (2013). Do adult ESL learners' and their teachers' goals for improving grammar in writing correspond? Language Awareness. Available at: 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/09658416.2012.758127
http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/371678


Books/monographs


Chapters in books


Other

**Jackie Eldridge**, CTL

**Chapters in books**

**Indigo Esmonde**, CTL

**Refereed articles**


**Books/monographs**

**Chapters in books**
Esmonde, I. (2013). What counts as math when we all use math everyday?: An analysis of NUMB3RS. In B. Bevan, P. Bell, & R. Stevens (Eds.), *Learning in out of school time* (pp. 49-64). New York, NY: Springer. [http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8750022](http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8750022)


**Other**
**Textbooks and Curricular Resources**
Kathleen Gallagher, CTL

Refereed articles


Books/monographs


Chapters in books


Other

Book Review


Professional/Non-Referred Article

Media Productions


Rubén Gaztambide-Fernández, CTL

Refereed articles


http://eus.sagepub.com/content/early/2012/03/02/0013124512438226.full.pdf+html

**Other**

**Editorials**

http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/372290

http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/03626784/v42i0001/1_ffai.cs

**Diane Gérin-Lajoie, CTL**

**Refereed articles**

http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/372473

**Chapters in books**


http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8575581

**Other**


Chapters in books


Tara Goldstein, CTL

Refereed articles


http://dx.doi.org.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/10.1080/08929092.2012.678238

Books/monographs

http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8173330

Chapters in books

http://go.utlib.ca/cat/7988900

Other

Play Scripts

http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8173330

Scenes from Play Scripts


Staged Public Performances and Screenings


Digital Recordings of Performances


Discussion Guides for Play Scripts

https://tspace.library.utoronto.ca/handle/1807/35212

Gila Hanna, CTL

Books/monographs

Julie Kerekes, CTL

Chapters in books

Other

Mary Kooy, CTL

Books/monographs

Cathy Marks Krpan, CTL

Books/monographs


Chapters in books

Douglas McDougall, CTL

Refereed articles
http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/375630

http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/375631

Books/monographs


Chapters in books


Jack Miller, CTL

Refereed articles

Chapters in books
http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8560730

http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8304689

Miller, J. (2012). Forward. In F. A. J. Korthagen, Y. M. Kim, & W. Greene (Eds.), Teaching and
learning from within: A core reflective approach to quality and inspiration in education (pp. IX-X). Routledge.

Other

Book Review


Professional/Non-Referred Article


Cecilia Morgan, CTL

Refereed articles


Chapters in books


Other


Enrica Piccardo, CTL

Refereed articles


*Books/monographs*


*Chapters in books*


*Other*

*Book Review*


*Carol Rolheiser, CTL*

*Refereed articles*


*Other*

*Technical Report*

http://www.heqco.ca/SiteCollectionDocuments/UofT%20Teaching%20Assistants.pdf

Online Resource
http://www.teaching.utoronto.ca/topics/teachingcontexts/explore.htm

John Ross, CTL (retired)

Refereed articles
http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/375728

http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/375729

http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/375730

http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/375731

Chapters in books

Marlene Scardamalia, CTL

Refereed articles

http://www.tandfonline.com.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/toc/hcgi20/31/2#.UhZhqj_AE8w

http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/376044

Chapters in books
http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8322437


Susan Schwartz, CTL

*Books/monographs*


Lynn Sharratt, CTL

*Books/monographs*


Nina Spada, CTL

*Refereed articles*


*Books/monographs*


*Chapters in books*


Stephanie Springgay, CTL

Refereed articles


Books/monographs


Shelley Stagg Peterson, CTL

Refereed articles


Chapters in books


Other

Harold Troper, CTL

Books/monographs


Chapters in books

John Wallace, CTL

Refereed articles
Books/monographs
http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8769627

http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8828859

Chapters in books
http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8776616

http://go.utlib.ca/cat/7131754

http://go.utlib.ca/cat/7131754

http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8828859

http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8828859

http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8828859
Department of Humanities, Social Sciences and Social Justice Education

Sandra Acker, HSSSJE

Refereed articles


Lauren Bialystok, HSSSJE

Refereed articles


Chapters in books

Other

Megan Boler, HSSSJE

Books and monographs

Chapters in books

Roland Sintos Coloma, HSSSJE

Refereed articles

Books and monographs
http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8573310

Chapters in books
http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8573310


http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8826903

http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8291692

Other
http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/371482

George Dei, HSSSJE

Refereed articles
http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/371484

http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/371486

http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/371487


Books and monographs
http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8432676


*Chapters in books*


Other

Professional/Non-Refereed Article


Selected Radio and/or Television Appearances

Dei, G. (February -March, 2012). Television Appearance, A 3-part series discussing African History and European Colonialism with Implications for Contemporary Times with host Adolfo Makuntima. OMNI.2 [Cable 14]. Ondes Africaines, Airing Cable 14,


Selected Print Media Citations/Quotes

Dei, G. (February 13, 2012). The Black Panther Party. [SWAY Magazine] [Denise Hansen]. Available at: http://swaymag.ca/articles/black-panther-party-missing-celebration/

Dei, G. (Winter, 2012). Where Art Meets Legacy. [SWAY Magazine] [Fabian Alexis].

Diane Farmer, HSSSJE

Refereed articles


http://go.galegroup.com.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/ps/i.do?id=GALE%7CA335973741&v=2.1&u=utoronto_main&it=r&p=CPI&sw=w

Chapters in books

http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8306070

http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8394296

http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8394296
**Other Professional/Non-Refereed Articles**

http://www.heritagetrust.on.ca/CorporateSite/media/oht/PDFs/HM-SE-May-2012-ENG.pdf

http://www.heritagetrust.on.ca/CorporateSite/media/oht/PDFs/HM-SE-May-2012-FRE.pdf


**Book Review**

http://www.erudit.org.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/revue/rs/2012/v53/n1/1008935ar.pdf

**John Portelli, HSSSJE**

**Books/monographs**


**Tanya Titchkosky, HSSSJE**

**Refereed articles**

http://dx.doi.org.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/10.1080/10714413.2012.686851

**Chapters in books**

http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8542871

**Other Book Reviews**

http://dx.doi.org.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/10.1080/09687599.2013.798115

**Njoki Wane, HSSSJE**

*Refereed articles*


Department of Leadership, Higher and Adult Education

Stephen Anderson, LHAЕ

Chapters in books

Ruth Childs, LHAЕ

Books and monographs
http://www.heqco.ca/SiteCollectionDocuments/HEQCO%20Researching_Student_Outcomes%20ENG.pdf

Chapters in books
http://www.heqco.ca/SiteCollectionDocuments/HEQCO%20Researching_Student_Outcomes%20ENG.pdf

http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8828858

Joseph Flessa, LHAЕ

Referred articles
http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/372273

Chapters in books

Jane Gaskell, LHAЕ

Books/monographs

Ruth Hayhoe, LHA

Refereed articles


http://booksandjournals.brillonline.com.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/content/10.3868/s110-001-012-0019-4

Chapters in books

http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8697210


Other

http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/372483


Glen Jones, LHA

Refereed articles

http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/375259

http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/375261

*Books and monographs*


*Chapters in books*


*Other Professional/Non-Refereed Articles*


http://www.academicmatters.ca/2013/02/ocufa-to-host-london-town-hall-on-austerity-and-higher-
education/


Technical Report


Ben Levin, LHAE

Refereed articles


Books and monographs


Chapters in books


Ann Lopez, LHAEE

Refereed articles


Chapters in books

http://go.utlib.ca/cat/7630951

Angela Miles, LHAE

Books and monographs

http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8923372

Chapters in books

http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8923372

http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8923372

Kiran Mirchandani, LHAE

Refereed articles

http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/375689

http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/375690

Books and monographs

http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8417357

http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8417357

Chapters in books

http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8647768

Shahrzad Mojab, LHAE

Refereed articles
http://go.utlib.ca/cat/7697695

http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/375693

http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/375695

*Chapters in books*

http://go.utlib.ca/cat/5917564

*Other*

Carpenter, S., Genevieve, R., & Mojab, S. (2013). In Memory of Roxana Ng: The dialectics of praxis. *Socialist Studies, 9*(1), 1-17. Available at: www.socialiststudies.com


*Book Review*


http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/19403461/v67i0001/147_wiipmp

*Karen Mundy, LHAE*

*Refereed articles*

http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/375703

http://booksandjournals.brillonline.com.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/content/10.3868/s110-001-012-0016-3

*Books and monographs*

http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8697210

http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8701768

*Chapters in books*


Other


Jack Quarter, LHAE

Refereed articles


**Books and monographs**


**Chapters in books**


Jean-Paul Restoule, LHAE

**Refereed articles**


**Chapters in books**


James Ryan, LHAE
**Refereed articles**


http://www.umanitoba.ca/publications/cjeap/articles/cases-toctoc.html

**Books and monographs**

http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8291699

http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8786384

**Chapters in books**


Ryan, J. (2013). Prologue (for) *Principals of Inclusion.* Hamilton:

http://go.utlib.ca/cat/8786384

**Creso Sá, LHAE**

**Refereed articles**

http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/375733

http://rev.oxfordjournals.org.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/content/22/2/105

http://www.redalyc.org/articulo.oa?id=193726858004

http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/375744

http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/375747


*Chapters in books*


*Other*


*Tricia Seifert, LHA*

*Refereed articles*


Jennifer Sumner, LHA

Refereed articles


Books and monographs


Chapters in books


Other


Marvin Zuker, LHA

Books/monographs
